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Power-Law Spectra of Incipient Gas-Curtain Turbulence
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We investigate the evolution of a thin curtain of heavy gas (SF6) embedded in a lighter gas (air) and
accelerated with a Mach 1.2 planar shock wave. The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability leads to gro
of the initial perturbations of the curtain and eventually to transition to turbulence. We visualize a t
sequence of images of a section of the flow illuminated with a laser sheet. The SF6 is premixed with
tracer (glycol fog), so the intensity of the light scattered off the curtain grows with the local density.
the curtain evolves towards a fully mixed state, real-space correlations of the density, inferred from
tered light intensity, show the emergence of a power-law behavior, indicative of transition to turbule
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The problem of transition to turbulence is a very gen
eral one. A unified theory describing it has yet to be d
veloped, and to date, experimental and numerical stud
of the transition by no means present a complete ph
nomenological picture. Clear, quantitative experiment
results are particularly scarce.

This Letter describes an experimental study of tran
tion to turbulence due to Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) insta
bility. RM is the shock-accelerated analog of the mo
widely known Rayleigh-Taylor instability driven by con-
stant acceleration. As the shock wave passes throug
density interface, it produces vorticity wherever the sho
front is not parallel to the interface. Vortices forming o
the interface dominate the instability growth after its initia
linear stage. After a period of nonlinear vortex-dominate
growth, secondary instabilities produce disordered featu
on multiple scales, leading to the onset of turbulence.

The RM instability serves as a useful test proble
for the studies of transition to turbulence, because t
RM-unstable interface “coasts” after the initial acceler
tion, whereas the growth of an RT-unstable interface
continuously driven by gravity. Thus RM instability ha
smaller growth rates, simplifying the investigation of th
transition interval.

RM instability, in particular, the linear and vortex-
dominated stages, has been the topic of experimen
[1–4] and numerical [5,6] studies, as well as subject
theoretical treatment [7,8]. The instability growth in th
turbulent regime has also been examined [9]. Some
these studies describe the evolution of a single interfa
[5,7–9]; some consider the situation when a gas curta
is formed by two nearby interfaces [1–4,6].

Nonetheless, the process of thetransition to turbulence
has not been investigated thoroughly, despite its imp
tance for a large number of applications, their scope ran
ing from microscopic to astrophysical. Evidence of th
transition due to RM instability in both single-interface
and gas curtain experiments was largely phenomenolo
cal. Some quantitative gas-curtain measurements of m
0031-9007y98y81(11)y2240(4)$15.00
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ing (histogram analysis) and scale evolution (wavel
transform) were produced recently [10]. This Letter of
fers new quantitative results in a form more easily com
parable with the well-known statistical theories of fully
developed homogeneous incompressible turbulence.

We present statistical evidence of the transition to tu
bulence in a thin curtain of heavy gas (SF6) embedded
in a lighter gas (air) and accelerated by a planar sho
(Mach 1.2) in a horizontal shock tube. We analyze s
quences of instantaneous images acquired by illuminati
the curtain with a laser sheet, and produce second-ord
structure functions of the intensity of light scattered of
the curtain material. Structure functions have been e
tensively employed to characterize fully developed tu
bulent flows. In fact, the original 1941 formulation of
Kolmogorov turbulence theory [11] was made in term
of structure functions of velocity rather than in term
of Fourier spectra of kinetic energy. The second-ord
structure function of intensity can also be regarded
the intensity-intensity correlation. Our results for the
cases with the strongly perturbed initial conditions sho
the second-order structure functions evolving towards
power-law behavior consistent with thek25y3 scaling of
the density spectra. These results agree with seve
other works observing a similar scaling, as well as wit
the recent theory. We present a detailed evolution an
ysis for the exponent of the second-order structure fun
tion of density. For RT instability, results similar to ours
have been reported [12]. This similarity, as well as th
similarity between the gas-curtain “mixing transition” we
observe [10] and the mixing transition in shear layer
[13,14], suggests general traits of transition to turbulen
independent of the details of the transition mechanism
These results indicate that the scaling predicted and o
served for fully developed, isotropic and homogeneou
turbulence emerges in strongly nonisotropic and inhom
geneous transitional flows.

The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Th
curtain is formed by injecting SF6 premixed with a small
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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(,1026) volume fraction of glycol fog (droplet size
,0.5 mm) into the top of the test section of the shock
tube through a varicose nozzle. A horizontal section o
the curtain is illuminated with a thin (2 mm) laser sheet
The glycol fog is a reliable tracer, and the intensity o
laser light scattered off the droplets serves as a go
indicator of the local concentration of the curtain materia
[4]. The initial cross section of the curtain is imposed by
the varicose shape of the injection nozzle. The curta
material is actively removed at the bottom of the tes
section. Pressure transducers trigger a gated, intensifi
CCD camera as the shock approaches the test secti
leaving multiple images of the evolving curtain on the
CCD as the curtain is carried downstream after shoc
acceleration. The images record the initial condition o
the curtain and up to eight subsequent dynamic exposur
showing several distinct flow morphologies that evolv
[4,10].

This experimental setup offers several advantages f
the study of transition to turbulence. The initial geometr
of the curtain determines the structure of the vorticity fiel
produced after the shock interaction. A spatially regula
varicose cross section imposed on the curtain produc
a row of counterrotating vortices that drive the nonlinea
growth of the curtain. Small variations in the shape of th
curtain from experiment to experiment produce a variet
of initial conditions, while the initially regular structure of
the flow makes it possible to concentrate the analysis o
the growth of stochastic features.

Figures 2a and 2b show two image sequences acquir
as described in Ref. [4]. The direction of the shoc
is from left to right, the vertical extent of each image
is 35 mm, and the perturbation wavelength imposed o
the curtain by the varicose nozzle isl  6 mm. The
first image from the left is the initial condition, the
second image from the left is the first dynamic exposur
(about60 ms after the shock), and the intervals betwee
the following dynamic exposures are 60, 80, 80, 120
120, 120, and120 ms. Labels in Fig. 2 show time
nondimensionalized by the combination of piston velocit
(U . 100 mys) and the fundamental wavelengthl. This
dimensionless time can also be interpreted as downstre
distance in units ofl traveled by the perturbed curtain.

The initial perturbation in the first image sequenc
(Fig. 2a) has a moderate amplitude (,0.25l) and a regu-

FIG. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup: Test section
the shock tube.
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lar varicose shape. In this case, alternating concentratio
of positive and negative vorticity are deposited along th
extent of the curtain, and the shock interaction causes ph
inversion of the downstream interface of the curtain. A
the vortex pairs roll up the curtain material, the curtai
retains a regular, sinuous structure, eventually developi
into a row of mushroom shapes facing upstream and dow
stream—the evolution pattern labeled “sinuous mode”
the previous studies. In Fig. 2b, the pattern known a
“multimode” is presented. This flow pattern evolves from
strongly perturbed initial conditions (amplitude,0.45l).
Strong mixing of the curtain material with air is apparen
at late stages, as is the presence of numerous small-sc
structures in the flow.

Results of the quantitative analysis of the image
follow. We plot the second-order structure function o
the intensity I of the light scattered off the curtain,
I2srd  kfIsx 1 rd 2 Isxdg2l, where k?l denotes spatial
averaging in the image plane for all pointsx  sx, yd
and all 2D radius vectorsr, jrj , 1.5l. Intensity I is
proportional to the local densityr of the curtain material
(with the maximum value corresponding to 60% SF6).
The visually noticeable nonuniformity in the intensity o
the laser sheet in Fig. 2 does not exert any systema
influence on the structure functions within the scale rang
we investigate (r , 1.5l), as the characteristic scale of
this nonuniformity is approximately four fundamenta
wavelengths. Analysis is carried out in real space rath
than Fourier space because the resolution of our digi
images is modest (typically120 3 400 per dynamic
exposure). Thus we avoid problems that might arise fro
windowing effects.

Figures 3 and 4 showI2srd for the initial conditions,
first, fifth, and eighth dynamic exposures for the image
shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. The correspondi
dimensionless exposure timings aretUyl  0, 0.77, 6.43,
and 12.43 for Fig. 2a andtUyl  0, 0.93, 6.67, and 12.60
for Fig. 2b.

FIG. 2. Sinuous (a) and multimode (b) curtain evolution pa
terns. “IC” marks initial conditions. Dimensionless exposur
timings in the figures are described in the text.
2241
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FIG. 3. Second-order structure functionI2: Sinuous mode
flow pattern, Fig. 2a.

The initial conditions in both cases show peaks
r  l and atr , 0.6l. The second peak matches th
size of “bulges” in the initially varicose shape of the cur
tain. After the phase inversion following the shock inte
action, it moves tor , ly2—the scale of the developing
“mushroom caps.” The peaks are somewhat sharper
the more regular initial conditions in Fig. 2a, but qua
itatively the structure functions of the initial conditions
and first dynamic exposure show no other differenc
As the flow evolves, however, the differences becom
apparent, in particular, in the range0.1 , ryl , 0.6.
For the sinuous mode, the fifth dynamic exposure p
(tUyl  6.43) shows several peaks associated with th
initial wavelengthl and scales of the mushrooms:0.3l

and0.7l. These well-defined peaks are not present in t
corresponding plot for the multimode flow morpholog
(tUyl  6.60). In the eighth dynamic exposure plot fo
the sinuous mode (tUyl  12.43), the peaks associated
with the mushrooms are still present. In contrast, the m
timode morphology plot (tUyl  12.60) shows mono-
tonic power-law-like behavior over the extent of about 1
decades inryl, with an exponent 0.73. This would trans
late into a21.73 power law in wave number space. Vi
sual comparison of the last dynamic exposures in Figs.
and 2b reveals persistence of the regular flow structu
for the sinuous mode and apparent turbulence in t
multimode case.

We analyzed four other multimode morphology image
with apparent strong mixing at late times. For all of thes
the second-order structure functions of intensity of th
final dynamic exposure show similar features. Over mo
than a decade inr, their behavior is consistent with powe
law, the exponents being0.70 6 0.04.

Can this result be compared with theory? The sca
ing of velocity power spectra has been studied exte
sively, and numerous experimental confirmations of t
Kolmogorov k25y3 power law exist—to the extent that
observation of such scaling is often considered to be
signature of fully developed incompressible turbulenc
2242
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FIG. 4. Second-order structure functionI2: Multimode flow
pattern, Fig. 2b. The solid line indicates exponent 0.73.

One must note, however, that the shapes of amplitud
spectra are only weakly related with the spatial structur
of the flow [15]. As pertains to density power spectra
much less information is available both from theory and
experiment. The25y3 scaling characterizes the spectra
of the concentration of a passive scalar advected by h
mogeneous turbulent flow [16,17]. The recent work [18
on stochastic interpretation of fluid mechanics, as we
as some theories applied to astrophysical observatio
[19,20], give the same scaling exponent for density spe
tra. So do experimental measurements in turbulent wak
[21] and the recent study of explosively driven flows with
density variations [22]. The latter case does not involv
fully developed homogeneous turbulence. Emergence
25y3 exponent has also been observed in the evolu
tion of Rayleigh-Taylor instability [12]. Thus the25y3
scaling may apply to a wider scale of phenomena tha
just homogeneous, isotropic, fully developed Kolmogorov
turbulence. It must also be mentioned that, while ou
results are consistent with the25y3 scaling, other theo-
retical predictions (e.g., the21 scaling or the exponential
decay suggested by Batchelor [23]) would be inconsiste
with these results.

Also of interest is the evolution of the exponent of
a power-law fit applied to the structure functions in the
range ryl , 0.3, corresponding to scales smaller than
the characteristic scale of the regular structures. Figure
shows the exponents and errors of such fits applied to th
images in Fig. 2. In both cases, the exponent is clos
to 1.4 at early times and approaches 0.7 at late time
However, the transient behavior is different, with the
multimode morphology exponent reaching the minima
value after the fifth dynamic exposure (tUyl  6.60). In
the sinuous morphology case, the exponent approach
0.7 slower and the error of the fit does not decrease a
much as it does for the multimode case. The duratio
of the experiment may be too short an interval for the
regular morphology to develop a sufficient amount o
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FIG. 5. Slopes and errors (error bars) of a power-law fit
second-order structure functions of intensity for images sho
in Fig. 2. n: sinuous morphology (Fig. 2a);≤: multimode
morphology (Fig. 2b). Fit applies toryl , 0.3.

disordered structures and evolve to a true power-la
behavior. These results are consistent with our previo
study [10], analyzing the gas-curtain data by histogra
and wavelet analysis. When the shock accelerates
curtain, strongly perturbed multimode initial condition
produce more vorticity than the sinuous case, and t
vorticity is more disordered. As a consequence, t
mixing transition (an abrupt acceleration of mixing
occurs attUyl  6.60 for the multimode morphology
(Fig. 2b), while no such transition is observed for th
sinuous morphology (Fig. 2a). This transition occu
simultaneously with the change in the behavior of th
power-law fit exponent (with a120 ms temporal accuracy
due to late-time interexposure interval).

Our study of the later stages of the evolution of a hea
gas curtain embedded in air and accelerated with a sh
wave can be summarized as follows. Our diagnostic [
produces multiple images of an evolving section of th
curtain. For each of these images, we plot second-or
structure functions of the curtain material concentratio
We present such plots for regular and multimode flo
morphologies. As the curtain evolves towards a ful
mixed state, the structure functions approach a pow
law behavior with an exponent close to2y3, which would
correspond to25y3 slope for Fourier density spectra
characteristic of fully developed turbulence. The evolutio
is faster for the flow morphologies evolving from initia
conditions with stronger multimode perturbations. Th
structure function behavior approaches2y3 power law
simultaneously with the mixing transition occurring in th
curtain.
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